United Nations General Assembly 1st committee

Co-sponsors:


Topic: Small Arms Trade

The General Assembly, Having examined the dangers of small arms trafficking, noting with deep concern the lives at risk because of this issue,

Examining the abuse of power by Nationalist manufacturers around the world,

Being confident in the actions proposed in the 1st committee,

DISEC aims to,

1. Encourage nations to educate citizens on the dangers of illicit small arms and their position as a lucrative trade commodity;
2. Approve support for existing organizations devoted to reducing production rate of small arms;
3. Calling upon nations to increase border control with the intent of confiscating illicit small arms and combating their trafficking;
4. Further recommend that nations implement tracking of large shipments of weapons;

2016 MMUN New York Conference Resolution
5. Endorse the reinforcement of current regulations and laws concerning small arms security;
6. Draws attention to updating treaties that are already in place;
7. Establish treaties that protect against illicit small arms trade over international borders;

In doing so, the United Nations General Assembly 1st committee looks to promote the general welfare of all nations, disable the formation of armed militant groups and cease the trade of illicit small arms in the global market.